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The new portable DBS checks service introduced this month will help the temporary market grow, according
to professional umbrella employment provider, giant group.
Formed at the end of last year, the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) is the combination of the
Criminal Records Bureau and the Independent Safeguarding Authority. This merger simplifies the employee
check process as, going forward, there will be only one organisation dealing with checks and barring
decisions. Launching a new service called the Update Service, this will allow workers to pay an annual
subscription of £13 to ensure their DBS certificate is kept up-to-date so they can take it from role to
role within the same workforce.
According to Matthew Brown, Managing Director of giant, these changes will be of benefit to contractors
and businesses alike. “This new development will be a welcome change for all involved in contract work.
For professional contractors and interim workers, DBS’s new Update Service will be a valued initiative.
Unlike before, checks will be transferable between jobs, removing some of the barriers often associated
with interim working. Once a worker has subscribed to the Update Service their employer or hirer will be
able to go online, with the worker’s consent, and carry out a free, instant check to find out if the
information released on the DBS certificate is current and up-to-date.”
“For recruiters, this new initiative will speed up placement services.” Brown continued. “By
allowing greater ease for contractors to move across projects, recruitment agencies will be in a better
position to place some of their best candidates into new assignments.”
For more information on portable DBS checks and roles eligible for assessment, visit www.gov.uk
Since 1992, giant has developed and delivered groundbreaking workforce management solutions to the
recruitment market:
•award-winning giant strongbox is the professional umbrella employer of choice for temporary workers,
freelancers and contractors. Independently voted Best Umbrella employer four times by readers of
Contractor UK , and
•giant precision is a suite of back-office solutions designed to enhance your company’s performance.
Through web-based services, giant precision spans HR contract management, timesheet management, payroll,
billing and payroll disaster recovery.
For more information, visit www.giantgroup.com
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